Safety Has Never
Been This Much Fun

For Existing
Pools
Make the beautiful pool in your backyard retreat even better. Maximize your
investment and ensure your swimming pool will remain the source of fun
and enjoyment for your family and friends for years to come.

Benefits

Pick Your System

A Cover-Pools automatic pool cover is all you need for year-round
pool protection. This multipurpose cover acts as a safety cover,
a solar cover, and a winter cover, all combined into one efficient
system. Discover all the benefits that satisfied pool owners
around the world already enjoy.

Save-T®3 Automatic Pool Cover
Ready to build your new pool? This is the perfect time to talk
to your pool builder about adding one of the best safety features
for your beautifully designed pool, a Cover-Pools automatic
pool cover system. Our standard electric drive system has an
advanced .75 horsepower, high-torque, waterproof motor made
exclusively for Cover-Pools.

Protect Your Loved Ones: Help safeguard your loved ones
while protecting your investment.
Save Money & Conserve Energy: Save up to 70% on operating
costs and chemicals for your pool.
Maximize Your Time: Spend more time enjoying your pool
and less time maintaining it.
Water Conservation: Prevent 90–95% of water evaporation.
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AutoSave™ Spa Cover
The AutoSave Spa and swim spa cover offers the same benefits
as our full-size covers, but with a more compact mechanical
system. Designed with space restrictions in mind, the AutoSave
Spa Cover can be used on new and existing spas, swim spas,
and small pools.
Step-Saver® Manual Pool Cover
The Step-Saver is an economical alternative to an automatic
cover, offering the same life-saving and money-saving benefits
at half the price. It is a manual pool cover that moves through
low-profile tracks to cover and uncover the pool. There are no
bothersome straps, sandbags, or anchors required to hold it
in place.

BigRed™ Electric Motor
BigRed, our standard electric drive system, is the toughest
waterproof motor on the market today. It is the elegant
workhorse of the pool cover industry, using an advanced
.75 horsepower, high-torque, waterproof motor.
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Track Options

Replacement Cover Fabric

With Cover-Pools’ unique component track accessories, virtually
any pool can be covered. To cover an existing swimming pool
with a pool cover system, consider these questions:

Whether you have a Cover-Pools cover or a competitor’s brand,
your local Cover-Pools dealer can assist you with incorporating
Cover-Pools QuadCore™ fabric as a custom replacement cover
for your system.

• Can the track system be installed at the widest part of the
pool with the tracks running parallel to each other?
• Is there room at one end of the pool to accommodate the
pool cover mechanism?
Universal and SnapTop™ Universal Tracks
Pools of any shape or construction can be covered using
Universal Track. You simply need enough deck room for low-profile
tracks to run parallel on opposite sides of the pool.
Slim Track™
The Slim Track is a deck-mounted track designed for spas,
swim spas, and small pools with Step-Saver manual pool cover
systems. The installation takes up less deck space and has a
smaller profile than SnapTop Track.

Through repeated testing, we’ve developed our QuadCore fabric
formula that provides maximum durability in any swimming
pool environment. Reinforced with a strong polyester mesh,
this high quality vinyl resin formula resists weather, mildew,
and chemical extraction.
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Flush Track
Cover-Pools Flush Track is a deck mounted track that is installed
flush with the deck. The new channel comes with a reduced
width, provides debris protection, and allows for smoother
cover operation.
Track Options
If you are remodeling your pool and deck, you may be able to
take advantage of installing Underside Track during construction.
Underside Track is concealed beneath the pool’s overhanging
edge (coping) for a more streamlined look.

Slim Track

Standard Universal
Track

SnapTop Track

Flush Track

*Textured swatches show the underside construction of the fabric
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Options and Accessories
EverLast™ Bench Kit
When the mechanism is mounted on the deck surface, it can be
covered simply with an attractive housing such as the Cover-Pools
EverLast Bench. This kit offers a convenient, durable, and lowmaintenance way to cover your mechanism.
Fiberglass Ends
When the mechanism is mounted on the deck surface, it can
be covered simply with our fiberglass ends. Fiberglass ends
offer an economical way to cover the motor and mechanism.
Stainless Steel Cables
Our exclusive stainless steel cables are designed to eliminate
the need for realignment associated with the frequent opening
and closing of automatic covers. They provide superior durability,
better performance, and require less maintenance than standard
rope cables.
Auto-Shutoff
The auto-shutoff turns off the cover automatically when it has
reached the open or closed position. Also available for purchase
is an optional accessory board that controls operation of water
features, fiber optics, and alarms along with the cover.

Key Switch
The key switch control comes standard with automatic cover
systems. Simply turn the key to cover or uncover the pool.
CoverLink™ Digital Control
The CoverLink Digital Control allows you to program four access
codes for your pool or spa cover. Both wired and wireless
versions are available.
AquaLink™ Interface Board
When the cover is closed, AquaLink will automatically deactivate
water features, lights, and booster pump cleaner. AquaLink can
also reduce chlorine output and pump run time, saving up to 50%
on energy and chemicals. In addition, you can view the status
of the pool cover.
Original Turn Handle for Step-Saver
Our standard turn handle system makes removal of the pool
cover on a standard-sized pool a less strenuous task than anchor
type covers.
Power Wheel™ for Step-Saver
The Power Wheel option facilitates manual control of the cover
and allows operation from inside a recessed housing.
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